
SHERLOCK will introduce a collaborative mobile dual arm
manipulator able to: 

hold the part, move along the workshop in tandem with the operator
cooperate with the operator to accurately position the part on the 
tooling

This seamless coordination between the robot and the operator will be 
allowed by multiple cascaded control loop: a physical interaction control 
using dual-arm impedance control, combined with the mobility of the 
mobile base, and the human guidance perceived through vision and voice.
The part is flexible due to its dimensions and the robot cannot just follow 
the operator: it must learn its own positioning skill, using 3D vision for the 
tooling detection, and interactively learn a funnel of trajectories to perform 
its own dual-arm manipulation and installation, in 
cooperation/synchronization with the operator. 
Given the number of parts and process variability robot skills teaching will 
be a key feature.
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the part is taken from the 
pre-inspection support by 
an operator and the robot.
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collaborative picking 

part for inspection

the part is transported from 
the pre-inspection support to 
the inspection cell area.

collaborative transport 

part to inspection

the operator and the robot 
place the part in a special 
support for the ultrasonic 
inspection.

collaborative load part

the automatic inspection takes place by the CNC arm robot.
Inspection cell is free of any operator during the inspection.
Safety laser curtains detect if there is any entry or exit of people in the 
cell area; if this occurs, the inspection is interrupted.
 

ultrasonic inspection

the part is removed from the 
support after the ultrasonic 
inspection by the operator 
and the robot.

collaborative unload part

the part is transported from inspection 
cell to the drying and documentation 
area by the operator and the robot
 

collaborative transport part 

after inspection

collaborative place part for 

drying & documentation

the part is cleaned of water rests 
from the inspection and documented 
with the inspection results.
 

part for drying & 

documentation
the part is taken from the specific 
stakeholders to be transported to the 
storage area by the operator and the robot

collaborative take part after 

drying & documentation

after documenting the part, adding the 
inspection results, the operator and the robot 
transport it to be stored for the next process.

collaborative transport part 

after drying & documentation the part is placed in the next 
process area on a specific 
position depending on the part 
dimensions. 

collaborative store part

CO-MANIPULATION OF LARGE PARTS BY 
A DUAL-ARM MOBILE MANIPULATOR

the operator and the robot 
place the part in the specific 
drying & documentation area.


